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To what extent have the Gallipoli campaign and the Western Front overshadowed other 
significant aspects of Australians’ experience of the First World War? 

Will Shackel 

In the wake of World War One, quintessential trademarks of Australian involvement in the war were 

popularised through media and culture, inadvertently overshadowing other significant aspects of 

Australia’s experience. Both domestically and abroad, the Great War, colloquially referred to as 

WWI, saw both great suffering and success whilst heralding in monumental changes for the nation. 

Notably, the increase in domestic manufacturing and innovation, other key militaristic campaigns 

and rise of Influenza were more consequential for Australia than celebrated campaigns such as 

Gallipoli and the various conflicts on the Western Front.  

Despite the public narrative being dominated by glorified stories of Gallipoli and the Western Front, 

many other battles that Australia engaged in were of similar if not more significance in WWI. 

Whether the conquest of New Guinea, the Navy’s success in their first battle: the Battle of Cocos, or 

the Sinai Palestine conflict, Australia’s wartime history is chronicled by key battles and campaigns 

that eventually paved the way for allied success. 

The Australian capture of German New Guinea was a crucial victory in dismantling Germany’s 

communications whilst also marking the first Australian death in the war. It is widely lauded as 

Australia’s first WWI victory with Clarence Walter Bridge who served on HMAS Australia writing in a 

letter,’ the place capitulated & [sic] was annexed as British territory. It was now that our hard luck 

commenced’ (SERIES 03: JOHN BRADY NASH LETTERS, n.d.)  showing the significance of the victory 

to soldiers in establishing Australia’s WWI presence. Despite this, Dr. Patricia O’Brien, a cultural 

historian at ANU noted ‘this aspect of Australia’s World War One history is dwarfed by what came 

after it-Gallipoli and the Western Front’ (O'Brien, 2014). She details in her article that the low death 

toll in comparison to such campaigns is rendered insignificant. Regardless, given it destroyed key 

pillars of German communication, marked the first death and first battle victory in Australia’s Great 

War campaign, the capture of New Guinea should be celebrated with the likes of the Western Front 

and Gallipoli campaigns. 

The Battle of Cocos, often regarded as Australia’s first naval battle, was a key victory for Australia in 

retaliation to Germany’s efforts to destroy the telegraph tower on Cocos Islands. By successfully 

sinking the SMS Emden, Australia established its naval power whilst saving the communications 

systems which ensured Australia could communicate with the world. Renowned poet and journalist 

Banjo Patterson, as a war correspondent noted ‘We can hardly believe that Australia’s first naval 

engagement could have been such a sensational win’ (Paterson, 1983). Captain Glossop, who led 
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HMAS Sydney into victory said of his younger sailors that they had ‘borne their baptism of fire coolly 

and had performed splendidly’ (Olson, 2019). This suggests the value he saw in their efforts given he 

proposes that they were worthy of entering the higher echelons of Australian military life being 

‘borne their baptism of fire’ (ibid.). Yet, even despite the success in the Battle of Cocos, Australia’s 

success in Palestine was equally if not more significant to Australia in WWI.  

The various battles in Palestine mainly through the Light Horse Regiments were key to allied success 

in the War. Must notably, The Battle of Romani opposed the Ottoman Empire’s threats to sabotage 

the Suez Canal: a fundamental passage for trade and transport. It also marked the start of the Sinai 

and Palestine Campaign. The campaign was littered with successes including the dismantling of the 

Ottoman Empire in September of 1918 and capturing of Damascus in October of that year. Depicted 

in the Semakh Diorama, in one such battle, on September 25, 1918, the 11th Light Horse Regiment 

valiantly ‘rode into the fire’ (Semakh Diorama, 2021) of the enemy machine gun fire capturing ‘364 

enemy prisoners…[of which] 150 were Germans’ (Semakh Diorama, 2021). Illustrated within the 

piece, soldiers are captured storming into the railway station despite the presence of enemy 

machine gun fire, a testament to their patriotism and stoicism in the face of hardship. Therefore, 

other conflicts such as in New Guinea, Cocos and Palestine should be celebrated both for their 

materialistic merit but also due to the sacrifice and stoicism of soldiers.  

WWI provided the impetus in provoking major economic changes in Australia which would mould 

the economy and society in ensuing years. Whilst initially detrimental for Australia’s economy, WWI 

sparked innovation and a rise in domestic manufacturing enabling Australia to be more economically 

independent from Britain and then strained European relationships, such as Germany.  

On August 4th, 1914, Prime Minister Joseph Cook and Opposition Leader Andrew Fisher pledged 

support for Britain in their military pursuits in Europe, in doing so declaring war against Germany 

and initiating Australia’s involvement in WWI. Immediately, trade with Germany ceased. In 

combination with the notorious drought in 1914, Australia’s economy crumbled with GDP falling 

11%. Further, with a import-reliant economy, Australia’s import’s dried up leaving the nation void of 

key resources. Illustrating the jeopardising effects, Australia’s ‘debt increased from around 2.2% of 

GDP to around 50% of GDP’ (Katrina Di Marco, n.d.) over the course of the war. Yet, these 

tribulations were met with major changes which would have an enduring legacy in Australia’s 

economic and societal landscape.  

Manufacturing was one of the two main pillars of Australia’s economic maintaince and revival. The 

rise in Australian domestic manufacturing compensated for the loss of imported goods, providing an 

abiding legacy for the Australian economy. Previously imported products from Germany such as 
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aspirin and chlorine were manufactured domestically, with local steel manufacturing embraced and 

enhanced. Most notably, BHP’s establishment of Newcastle Steelworks marked the commercial 

commencement of Australia’s steel industry, which became a key resource utilised by the AIF. Yet, 

despite manufacturing’s large influence, innovation domestically and on the battlefront was more 

influential in shaping the nation’s economy.  

Australian innovation has long been the centrepiece of the nation, with inventions such as Wi-Fi and 

Polymer bank notes renowned across the world. In response to the economic hardship faced in the 

war, the CSIRO, first referred to as the Advisory Council of Science and Industry, was established in 

1916 under the guidance of Prime Minister Billy Hughes. In a speech made to a conference in 

Melbourne that led to the Advisory Council’s establishment, Hughes envisioned ‘a great nation with 

outstretched arms encircling a continent’ (Daroczy, 2015) noting the large impact Australian 

innovation through the CSIRO could have on Australia and the world. President of the Board of 

Education, J.A. Pease, corroborated this importance particularly given the time noting that the CSIRO 

was ‘essential if we are going to maintain our [Australia’s] position in the world’ (George Currie, 

1966). Australian innovation also appeared throughout combat, most notably with the Periscope 

Rifle but would be largely shaped in ensuing years by the efforts of the CSIRO. Therefore, the Great 

War’s impact on Australia’s economy, created a monumental legacy which is often overshadowed by 

popularised ANZAC campaigns in Gallipoli and the Western Front. 

Perhaps Australia’s greatest battle in WWI wasn’t Gallipoli, but Influenza. This disease caused 

around 15,000 deaths compared to the 8,141 Australian deaths (Butler, 1943) because of the 

Gallipoli campaign. Influenza, often referred to as the Spanish Flu was a direct consequence of WWI, 

spreading across the world after mass outbreaks during the war. In January 1919, the first case of 

Influenza was reported in Australia. With the signing of the Armistice on November 18, 170,000 

soldiers were needed to be transported back to Australia (Mills, 2020), potentially with the Spanish 

Flu. Consequently, the Australian government took strong actions introducing stringent quarantine 

requirements and public health measures. Writing to his sister, Private William Dunbain writes upon 

arrival into Australia ‘If they give me half a chance I will bolt and not do the quarantine’ (Dunbabin, 

1916-1919) with most Australian personnel echoing his sentiment. Whilst trivial to those like Private 

Dubain, ‘the pandemic caught Australian authorities unprepared’ (Beaumont, 2013) a flaw which 

would inevitably cause wide ramifications for Australia.  

On arrival, returning soldiers were sent to quarantine to quell fears of Influenza spreading on the 

home front. One such soldier, injured and suffering from influenza, is photographed with two 

Voluntary Aid Detachment nurses at the Flu Ward at Randwick Military Hospital (Collection relating 
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to the service of Martha May Priestley (nee Brooks) as a VAD). Standing in crutches and wearing a 

tailored suit he is looked upon by the two nurses cloaked in white gowns and masks. The 

juxtaposition and dichotomy between the two in colours and physical composure, is illustrative of 

the new world that soldiers met returning to Australia. On the premise that they were fighting to 

ensure the evils of the German Empire did not reach Australia (Pike, 1915), soldiers returned to an 

Australia fractured by a force they were impotent to. The Influenza pandemic had wide-reaching 

impacts on the Australian home front, of much more significance in time and quantity for the 

Australian people and soldiers than conflicts in Gallipoli and on the Western Front. 

The narrative surrounding Australia’s involvement in the Great War, often occupied by experiences 

on the Western Front and in Gallipoli, are ignorant to other key aspects of the nation’s war 

experience. During the war, many other conflicts, along with the economic impacts and influenza 

were more consequential for Australian society. Therefore, key aspects of Australia’s involvement in 

WWI were overshadowed by the Western Front and Gallipoli campaigns. 
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